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Abstract
We show that General Relativity (GR) with cosmological constant
can be formulated as a rather simple constrained SO(D + 1)-Yang-
Mills (YM) theory. Furthermore, the spin connections of the Cartan-
Einstein formulation for GR appear as solutions of a genuine SO(D)-
YM. This work sets out to enforce the close connection between YM
theories and GR by means of a new construction.
1 Introduction
There exists a great deal of works, some of them more recent, on the "con-
nections" of GR to YM-theories or, in general, gauge theories [1],[2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. They are based, in particular, on the group
SO(3, 2) and SO(4, 1); however, there is not yet a simple and conclusive re-
sult that establishes this connection very neatly. For example, Stelle and
West [10] used a gauge topological (non-YM) action based on this group and
they recover GR by imposing a constraint whose meaning has not an obvious
interpretation. In our work, we focus our attention to the equations of motion
(of a YM’s theory) rather than insisting in an analysis based on the action.
There has been an increasing revival and interest in this type of formulation
in order to nd 11d-SUGRA from algebras corresponding to 12-dimensional
theories (F-theories) [11], [13], [14],[15]. The results presented below hold for
an arbitrary D, but we particularize for D = 4 and a Lorentzian signature
to have in mind Einstein-Cartan GR-theory, though it is not necessary.
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2 Cartan’s formalism for GR and the spin
connection as a YM variable
In this work, we shall use the abstract index notation [16]; namely, a tensor of
type (n, m) shall be denoted by T a1.....anb1.....bm , where the latin index stand for the
numbers and types of variables the tensor acts on and not as the components
emelves on a certain basis. Then, this is an object having a basis-independent
meaning. In contrast, greek letters label the components, for example T µνα
denotes a basis component of the tensor T abc . We start with the Cartan’s




a(eν)a = ηµν . (1)
where ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1......, 1). In general, (eµ)a is referred to as vielbein.




We dene now the Ricci rotation coefficients, or spin-connection,
waµν = (eµ)
bra(eν)b, (3)
where waµν is antisymmetric which, because (1)is equivalent to the compat-
ibility condition ragbc = 0. From (3), we have
raeµb = −wµνa ebν . (4)
Taking the anti symmetric part,
r[aeµb] = −wµν[a eb]ν . (5)
If the connection is assumed be torsion-free we can expressed this by: We
have then the structure equations of GR (Cartan’s framework):
∂[ae
µ
b] = −wµν[a eb]ν . (6)









Equations (6) and (7) are the structure equations of GR in Cartan’s frame-
work.







where one has dened T ′ab := Tab + gab(Tcdg
cd)/2, Tab being the energy mo-
mentum tensor.
Equations (4) and (8) consist in a system of rst-order coupled non-linear
equations which determine the dynamics of GR. This sets up the so-called
"rst-order formalism" and we can obtain it from an Einstein-Hilbert’s action








where e = (−detg)1/2 = det(eµa). If we wish consider a non-vanishing cosmo-






In some sense, GR is embedded in an YM framework: actually, the spin
connection sector of GR-solutions are solutions of a current YM theory, and
that is the whole motivation behind our proposal. We demonstrate below
one of the main claims of this paper. Recall the YM’s equations for a generic
SO(D) gauge eld AABa , where A, B = 1, ....D label on the components of the
gauge eld and AABa is a D(D−1)/2 collection of one forms (AABa = −ABAa );








In a general curved Einstein’s spacetime (with canonical connection ra),
the YM’s equations are:
raF ABab + 2AaC[AF B]abC = JABb (12)
Where JABb is the YM current. It is straightforward to show that this equa-
tion derives from a typical YM action, proportional to F 2.
This equation can be written shortly as
DaF ABab = JABb , (13)
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where we have dened the SO(D) covariant derivative
DaKA1....An = raKA1...An + ni=1AAiaCKA1...Ai−1CAi+1...An, (14)
where KA1...An could be a spacetime tensor of arbitrary rank.
Remark: Equation (11) together with (12) constitute the full structure
of an SO(D)-YM theory.
Proposition (2.1):The spin connection wa of a D-dimensional Einstein-
Cartan spacetime constitutes an SO(D)-gauge eld satisfying the SO(D)-
Yang Mills equations (11),(12) on the curved space time.









which is again an SO(D) gauge invariant object, but now D agrees with the
dimension of the spacetime (supposed to be a Lorentzian one). Henceforth,
let us x D = 4.
The Einstein-Cartan’s equations will describe a subset of solutions of a
YM theory, which has not invariance.
The Bianchi identity reads
raRbcda +r[bRc]d = 0 (16)
but, using the symmetry properties of the Riemman’s tensor Rbcda = Rdabc =
−Rcbda, we nd
raRadbc −r[bRc]d = 0 (17)






has been dened. Finally, we found an equation which holds for the on-shell
GR:
raRadbc −r[bT ′c]d = 0. (18)




taking the divergence, it yields:
raRµνab := [raRadcb]ec[µe|b|ν] + Radcb[raec[µebν]] (20)
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Replacing (18) at the R.H.S. of this equation,
raRµνad := −[r[bT ′c]d]ec[µebν] + Radcb[raec[µe|b|ν]]. (21)
We have adopted the convention of antisymmetrization:(...)[ab] = ((...)ab −
(...)ba)/2.
Let us concentrate in the last term, using the antisymmetry in c,b for the
Riemann tensor, this is:
Radcb[raecµebν ] = Radαβeαc eβb [raecµebν ], (22)
but with the help of (3),
eαc e
β
braecµebν = waαµδβν + waβνδαµ . (23)
Replacing this in (22),
Radcb[raecµebν ] = waαµRadαν + waανRadαµ. (24)
Finally, substituting it in (21) we have the remarkable result:
raRabµν − waαµRadαν − waανRadαµ = jµνb , (25)
which has the form of the typical YM equation (12) with the "YM-current"
dened as:
jµνa := −[r[bT ′c]a]ecµebν (26)
This completes the demonstration.
3 GR as a (constrained) SO(3 + s; 2− s)-YM
The aim of this section is to show that GR (empty with cosmological con-
stant) can be written as a YM theory plus certain constraints. Thus, in that
sense, GR-solutions would be "contained" in the ones of a YM‘s theory. Let
us consider the group SO(3 + s; 2 − s), where s = 1, we write down the
corresponding YM theory of gravity. It is fully described by equations 12
and 11 doing d = 5 (A, B = 1, ....5):
raGABab + 2AaC[AGB]abC = JABb , (27)
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where we need to dene a 5-dimensional vector space V with scalar product
given by ηCD := diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, (−1)s) at each point of a curved (four-
dimensional) basis manifold M . This space provides us with a natural rep-
resentation for SO(3 + s; 2− s).
We are supposing a general (non-flat) space time; where the background
(torsion-free) covariant derivative ra is the canonical one, ragbc := 0. The
following is the main result of this paper; we shall restrict ourselves to empty
space to render more clear and evident some points; but the generalization
to the case when matter is taken into account is straightforward.
Notice that we shall have two covariant derivative: the background-
covariant derivative, ra and the YM’s one, Da2.
Now, we make a global choice of the fth basis element of V : U , dened







Let us use the greek letters to denote the rst four components, ie A = µ, 5,
with µ = 1, ...4.
Then, as previously announced, we write down the suplementar condition
(constraint)
raEµb = −Aµνa Ebν . (30)
Taking the antisymmetric part, and using that the background derivative
has no torsion,
GA5ab = 0. (31)
Replacing this result in the A− 5 component of (27) -with JABb = 0-,
AaC[AG
B]D
ab ηCD = 0; (32)
taking A = µ and B = 5, we nd
[AaCµG5Dab − AaC5GµDab ]ηCD = 0, (33)
2Actually, Da can be tought as the single one; recalling that when this acts on aobject
with spacetime indexes, Christoffel symbols appear, which are deduced from the compat-
ibility condition, ragbc := 0
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For ηCD is diagonal, using again (31), we obtain
Gµνab A
a
µ5 = 0. (34)
Notice that (30) and (34) constitute the Einstein’s theory, once the identi-




Where µ is a parameter with mass dimension and eµa is the vierbein eld
built from the background metric gab




Replacing (36), (35) in (30) and (34) yields the familiar covariant deriva-
tive xing, given by equation (4). Equation (31) is recognized as the rst
of the Cartan’s structure equations, which expresses the non-torsion condi-




µ = 0 (37)












ab + 2(−1)sµ2e[µa eν]b , (39)
this resembles (10) with  = (−1)sµ2 .
Going to the µ, ν-components of 27, we get
DaRµνab + (−1)sm2Da(e[µa eν]b ) = 0 (40)
Notice that by virtue of (36) the full covariant divergence in (27) agrees
with the one of the proposition (2.1) (SO(1, 3))
DaGµνab = raGµνab + 2AaC[µGν]abC (41)
using (31),
DaGµνab = raGµνab + 2Aaα[µGν]abα. (42)
3Its properties have been described in the second section.
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The term Da(e[µa eν]b ) vanishes using (30) -or equivalently, (4)-.
Thus, (39) reduces to the SO(3, 1)-YM theory, which already has been
proven -proposition (2.1)- to be identically satised by the elds e, w being








which completes the proof of the main statement.
The generalization to a non trivial energy-momentum tensor, Tab, is
straightforwardly obtained by starting with YM-theory with sources. In or-






Finally, we have consistency with the above results if the other components
of the YM-current are dened to satisfy:
Jµνa := −[r[bT ′c]a]ecµebν . (45)
4 Concluding remarks
We conclude by stressing remark: the meaning of the identication expressed
by equations (35), (36). Formally, such an identication should be looked
upon as a sort of constraint, but it can be argued that it is sucient to impose
them as initial conditions; these hold through at any time, as a consequence
of the well-posedness of the equations. Those identications are then well-
dened. They keep correct as time goes by.
Notice that alternatively, suplementar conditions for the current YM-
theory (equations (27), (28)) can be taken to be the (initial) identications
with the geometry variables: (35), (36). Then, for (4); (30) holds and GR
follows.
Our conclusion is that we can formulate GR without cosmological con-
stant by setting the appropriate limit µ ! 0; in this case, the YM-group
tends remarkably to the Poincare-Lorentz one via the well-known algebra
contraction.
It remains to be more deeply investigated the existence of exact solu-
tions to YM theories starting from the known ones in GR and the issue of
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quantising the theory in the presence of the constraint expressed by equation
(30).
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